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Executive summary 

Strategies for avoiding employment litigation

Nothing can derail a healthy balance sheet faster than the cost of defending an unexpected lawsuit. 

Prudent companies carry liability insurance and budget a certain amount for legal expenses, but a 

type of litigation that often catches small businesses by surprise is the area of employee lawsuits – 

and they’re on the rise.

As a growing number of employees and employers fi nd themselves battling over their differences 

in the judicial system, litigation costs for businesses have increased drastically. These costs are 

both direct, in the form of the actual expense of litigating a case and potentially owing damages, 

and indirect, from the negative impact of the confl ict on employee morale, job satisfaction and, 

ultimately, business performance. It has therefore become imperative that companies

develop strategies for minimizing the costs of employee litigation.

A proactive approach

Everybody would like to avoid lawsuits, but simply 

hoping that employees will be suffi ciently satisfi ed 

with their work to forego legal action is a gamble, 

not a strategy. The best way to avoid employee 

litigation is to proactively evaluate and align 

your employment practices to remove the sources 

of workplace confl icts, establish processes for 

documenting your employee relationships, and 

resolve disputes before they lead to litigation.

Shifting to a proactive approach to employment disputes requires a three-phase strategy:

Identifying the primary reasons for litigation – Analyzing what drives your employees to resort to 

litigation will enable you to begin thinking strategically about how to prevent lawsuits. In this phase, 

you must determine whether there are systemic problems in your business that may be leading to 

high litigation levels, then devise methods for reducing employees’ tendency to resolve disputes 

through the courts.

Recognizing potential legal pitfalls – Employer-employee relationships are fi lled with blind 

spots that can lead to the fi ling of a lawsuit. Hiring, managing and fi ring practices all have legal 

considerations, some of which can be overlooked. By understanding all the requirements and 

incorporating them into your employee management practices – not merely paying them lip service 

– you may be able to avoid the pitfalls in each stage of employment and drastically reduce the 

incidence of employee lawsuits.

Implementing prevention tactics – Having recognized the primary drivers of employee use of the 

court system and the common legal blind spots in employee management, you must implement 

proven prevention tactics. These tactics may include establishing internal confl ict management 

A litigation-reduction strategy
is a cost-effective way to 

lower expenses and improve 
business performance.
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systems, instituting additional training, and continually auditing your practices to measure their 

thoroughness and effectiveness.

The goal of strategic employee management is to reduce costs and improve business performance. 

With that in mind, a strategy for reducing employee litigation offers an excellent cost-benefi t 

proposition for achieving both objectives.

Three phases in developing an effective employment 
legal strategy

The surest path to business success is to identify opportunities, understand what is needed 

to capitalize on them, and develop a systemic approach to achieving clearly defi ned goals. 

Reducing your business’s exposure to employee litigation is no different. Through a disciplined, 

comprehensive approach, you can cut to the essence of the myriad of laws governing employee 

relations and implement a strategy that removes the causes of litigation in your workplace.
Developing this strategy has three phases.

Phase one – assessing why your employees sue

The fi rst phase in developing a strategic employee 

management approach to the law is assessing 

the primary drivers of employee litigation in your 

company. Every individual is different, and the 

motives for fi ling a lawsuit vary from person to 

person. However, there often are systemic issues 

within a company that cause employees to seek 

resolutions to their problems through the legal 

system. Some of the common drivers include:

Actual violations of the law – The most obvious litigation driver is an employer’s violation of 

employment laws. Although most employers do not intentionally break the law, many violations 

occur due to lack of information and knowledge about federal and state laws that govern 

employment practices. Acquainting yourself and your managers with basic legal employment 

requirements, therefore, is the fi rst step to becoming a legally strategic employer. You can begin 

by consulting other Gevity Institute white papers on legal subjects, but ultimately you may need 

the assistance of an employment attorney and human resource professional.

Dissatisfi ed or disgruntled employees – In some cases, employees resort to litigation as a result of 

fundamental and pervasive dissatisfaction in the workforce. These cases often have less to do with 

the specifi c claim than with an employee’s response to general dissatisfaction. A strong signal of 

employee dissatisfaction requires the implementation of immediate and thorough organizational 

measures aimed at improving employee morale and motivation. (For more information on this 

topic, see the Gevity Institute white paper on employee motivation.) Keeping your employees 

satisfi ed has many organizational benefi ts, from higher productivity to reduced turnover, and 

avoiding litigation is yet another benefi t that stems from employee satisfaction.

Avoiding litigation is yet 
another benefi t that stems 
from eployee satisfaction.
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Lack of internal avenues for voicing dissatisfaction – The absence of alternative methods for 

voicing concerns and resolving problems internally is often the reason that employees turn to the 

courts. Giving employees a voice in the workplace has long been recognized as having potential 

benefi ts, such as lower turnover and increased motivation. In addition, mechanisms such as an 

open door policy or a telephone hotline can reduce the need for employees to fi le lawsuits. At the 

very least, these mechanisms can provide you with a better sense of your employees’ primary 

dissatisfactions, thus allowing you to address them promptly.

Management tip – If you fi nd that the frequency of employee lawsuits has risen in your 

company, do not simply treat the symptom by handling lawsuits on a case-by-case basis. 

Rather, try to assess how the symptom is linked to a potentially more harmful 

organizational ailment.

Failure to address organizational changes – Today’s workplace is changing rapidly. Rigidly 

structured organizations are being replaced in many companies by more fl exible and agile 

structures and employee management practices. While these changes may be positive overall, 

they can alter each party’s expectations in the employment relationship. For example, in some 

companies, job security is being redefi ned and limited. Some employers are providing employees 

with more skills so that they can navigate the labor market in the case of downsizing. The problem 

is that in many cases this shift is not completely clear to the employees. Increased litigation can be 

one side effect of this lack of awareness. The way to avoid it – or at least mitigate it – is to carefully 

assess the effect of workplace changes on your employees’ expectations and make sure their 

understanding of the employer-employee relationship is aligned with yours.

Management tip – The very presence of an institutionalized mechanism for expressing 

dissatisfaction can cause employees to perceive your company as being concerned with 

organizational justice.

Phase two – recognizing commonly overlooked 
legal pitfalls

After examining your company for systemic problems that might underlie an elevated litigation 

rate, you must be aware of the legal requirements associated with each stage of the employment 

relationship. Many legal complaints brought by employees (and job candidates) arise from 

common mistakes that employers make in relation to federal, state and local employment laws. 

Please note that legal requirements presented here are not meant to be exhaustive but rather 

to provide an overview of the primary laws affecting the employment relationship, as well as 

examples of problems encountered by employers. For a complete understanding of your legal 

obligations as an employer, you should consult with an employment lawattorney and a human 

resources professional.
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Many lawsuits arise from 
common mistakes that 

employers make in relation 
to federal, state and local 

employment laws.

Overview of EEO laws – Much of the legal trouble 

employers encounter stems from violations of a series 

of federal employment acts known collectively as 

equal employment opportunity laws, or EEO laws. 

Like it or not, these laws regulate many delicate 

aspects of the employment relationship, with the 

intention of ensuring that all members of society 

get a fair chance in the employment arena. 

EEO laws defi ne protected classes that consist of

individuals who belong to groups that have been 

discriminated against in the past. The following 

table summarizes the EEO laws and the classes 

they protect.

EEO law who must comply primary provisions

Civil Rights Act of 1964 Employers with 15 or Prohibits workplace discrimination

and 1991 more employees based on:

  • Race

  • Color

  • Religion

  • Gender

  • National origin

Equal Pay Act of 1963 Companies with annual Prohibits wage discrimination 

 gross sales of at least based on gender

 $500,000 or those engaged

 in interstate commerce

Age Discrimination in  Employers with 20 or Prohibits discrimination in the

Employment Act of 1967 more employees employment, discharge, promotion  

  or treatment of people over age 40

Americans with Disabilities Employers with 15 or Prohibits discrimination against a

Act of 1990 more employees qualifi ed individual with a disability;

  includes failure to make a 

  reasonable accommodation for

  an employee or applicant with a   

  disability

Pregnancy Discrimination Employers with 15 or Prohibits discrimination on the 

Act of 1978 more employees basis of pregnancy, childbirth or 

  related medical conditions

Rehabilitation Act of 1973 Federal government Protects federal employees from

 employers and recipients of discrimination based on a

 federal fi nancial assistance disability
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Each of these laws is explained in greater detail in the Gevity Institute white paper specifi cally 

dealing with EEO laws. The EEO white paper also addresses state human relations statutes. In general, 

as a legally attuned employer, you should be especially careful that your actions – or inactions – 

do not intentionally or even inadvertently harm a protected class. The primary exception you are 

granted by the law is when the characteristics of a given job genuinely require qualifi cations that 

might exclude a protected class. The producer of a play, for example, would be allowed to 

specifi callyrequire a male actor to play a male role. This is known as a bona fi de occupational 

qualifi cation (BFOQ).

Failure to address organizational changes – Today’s workplace is changing rapidly. Rigidly 

structured organizations are being replaced in many companies by more fl exible and agile structures 

and employee management practices. While these changes may be positive overall, they can alter 

each party’s expectations in the employment relationship. For example, in some companies, job 

security is being redefi ned and limited. Some employers are providing employees with more skills 

so that they can navigate the labor market in the case of downsizing. The problem is that in many 

cases this shift is not completely clear to the employees. Increased litigation can be one side effect 

of this lack of awareness. The way to avoid it – or at least mitigate it – is to carefully assess the effect 

of workplace changes on your employees’ expectations and make sure their understanding of the 

employer-employee relationship is aligned with yours.

Management tip – The very presence of an institutionalized mechanism for expressing 

dissatisfaction can cause employees to perceive your company as being concerned with 

organizational justice.

Advertising – Advertising is one of the most common ways in which small businesses recruit employ-

ees, but it also can be dangerous territory if you ignore EEO considerations.

do  do not

Make sure photos in company brochures and  Specify age limits, sex or racial characteristics.*

ads show workforce diversity.

Add an EEO statement, which declares your  Include wording that implicitly favors one group

commitment to equal employment and your over another. 

encouragement of underrepresented employees 

in your establishment to apply.

Have a written job description and a list of job

requirements to fi t the stated job description. Make 

sure that each job requirement can be supported 

on the basis of your objective job description.

*There are exceptions if you can demonstrate a reasonable business rationale, but these are rare and must be handled very carefully.
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Interviewing – The interview process is rife with potential pitfalls for managers who lack EEO-specifi c 

training, even those who have the highest personal commitment to equal opportunity.

do  do not

Reassess your standard interview questions and  Allow anyone to conduct interviews unless

ensure that all questions are relevant to the job they have received general interview and

the interviewee is applying for. EEO training.

Ask all applicants the same or very similar questions Ask about irrelevant applicant characteristics, 

to ensure you are selecting an applicant based  such as marital status, possible disabilities,

solely on job-related qualifi cations. Varying questions religion, national origin, etc. 

will make it hard to show that your evaluation is 

based on job related criteria.

 Ask questions regarding the future child bearing  

 plans, or the number or ages of any children 

 or dependents. 

 Ask questions regarding the interviewee’s 

 arrest record unless the specifi c issue you are 

 inquiring about is related to the job you are 

 interviewing for.

Hiring – Even if you have followed all the proper procedures in the recruitment and interview 

processes, you still must demonstrate that these preliminary stages lead to a legally sound 

hiring decision.

do  do not

Ensure that your workforce is proportional and  Allow anyone to make hiring decisions without

representative of the population in your having hiring practices and EEO training. 

community, unless you can demonstrate

a reasonable business rationale for an 

under-representation.

Where you have a reasonable rationale for Refuse to hire an applicant with a disability 

applying selection criteria that may result in  based on the cost you will incur in

not hiring a protected class employee, make sure accommodating the individual. The Americans

that you apply these criteria consistently across  with Disabilities Act requires that you make

the board. reasonable accommodation unless such

 accommodation would create undue hardship.

Make sure to base your judgment on objective  Refuse to hire an applicant because of religious

criteria when assessing an applicant’s ability to  restrictions, such as the inability to work on

perform tasks associated with the job. Saturday, unless you can demonstrate that

 accommodating an individual’s religious

 practices will place an undue hardship on 

 your business.
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Ensure that selection tests, such as integrity or  Allow the use of personal contacts and

personality tests, do not inadvertently discriminate  networks to fi nd employees that can

against a protected group. When applying an  result in effectively excluding employees

aptitude test, for example, you must be able to from a protected class.

demonstrate that the test is job-related and that 

you are using it exclusively to identify qualifi ed 

candidates, not to disqualify individuals from a 

protected class. If any of your selection tests

have an adverse impact on a protected group, 

you must validate that test for the applicants or 

employees who took the test.

Allow a decision to ban personal contact or 

network-based hiring to result in a policy that 

restricts the hiring of female spouses or

relatives and not male spouses or relatives.

Is it possible to overreach?

In your efforts to be fair and nondiscriminatory in your hiring practices, be aware that there are

even pitfalls in trying too hard. If, for example, you were to implement a voluntary affi rmative

action policy to promote the employment of qualifi ed individuals from certain protected classes,

you could create legal questions regarding reverse discrimination. When implementing such a

plan, make sure that:

• The policy would not be necessary in the absence of discrimination.

• The plan is limited to the time it takes to meet your representation goals.

• You are hiring only qualifi  ed employees.

• White or male candidates are not barred from employment.

Also, in your commitment to a diverse workforce, remember that you are responsible for ensuring

that you have not been negligent in your screening, hiring, training and placement of employees.

You must be careful, therefore, to ensure that each new hire has been properly screened, that

reasonably thorough background checks have been made and that the applicant is qualifi ed and

appropriately trained for the position. Remember that any safety, health, harassment or other

workplace problems that arise from negligent hiring can lead to costly and damaging litigation.

Identifying common legal pitfalls throughout
the employment relationship

The next step is to ensure that all employee management policies adhere to proper legal 

requirements and allow you to be proactive about reducing the systemic sources of a litigious 

workplace. Please note that, once again, the pointers included in this section are intended to 

be general and not all-inclusive. You should consult an employment law attorney and a human 

resources professional for additional information.
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Harassment – One of the most problematic workplace issues today is harassment, as refl ected by 

increased legislative and judicial attention to it. Harassment involves the unwelcome creation of a 

hostile work environment for an employee based on his or her affi liation with a protected class. 

Two common forms of harassment are sexual and racial. As an employer, you cannot afford to turn 

a blind eye to any signs of harassment within your workplace. Make sure that when an issue of 

harassment arises, you are quick to investigate and take action. Also, you bear some liability for the 

actions of your managers and employees if you do not implement proper preventive measures, 

such as harassmentpolicies and complaint procedures. If your company does not have a coherent 

harassment policy and some form of complaint procedure, you are exposing yourself to potentially 

damaging litigation.

Accommodating disabilities and religion – As mentioned in the sourcing and hiring section, the 

need to reasonably accommodate applicants’ disabilities or religious affi liations cannot serve as the 

basis for a decision not to hire certain individuals. In addition, if you have employees with these 

special considerations, you are responsible for providing ongoing reasonable accommodations. 

Your objective must be to ensure that your employees are not hindered in their ability to perform 

their jobs due to their status as a protected class (disability or religion). The law does say, however, 

that you are not required to provide an accommodation that is unreasonable or causes undue 

hardship to your business. These standards are subject to judicial interpretation and are decided 

on a case-by-case basis. Use your good judgment in arguing an unreasonable accommodation or 

undue hardship, and be sure to consult a human resources professional before making a decision 

to decline to accommodate an employee’s disability or religious needs.

Management tip – Remember that in the vast majority of cases the cost of 

accommodation is not overwhelming – and certainly less than a discrimination lawsuit.

Promotion and advancement decisions – Many 

of the legal considerations that apply to the 

hiring process also apply to the promotion and 

advancement procedures in your company, yet

promotion decisions are usually made in a less 

structured manner. Despite this tendency, you should 

make sure that all promotion and advancement

decisions are made in a consistent manner and on the 

basis of work-related rationales. Because systematic 

barriers to advancement are an invitation for litigation, 

you should constantly assess whether your company 

creates, intentionally or unintentionally, a “glass 

ceiling” for employees from a protected class.

Performance appraisals – Although you are under no legal obligation to conduct performance 

appraisals, this practice, if performed and documented properly, can be a benefi cial tool. The legal 

area in which performance appraisals are most frequently used is discrimination lawsuits. Professional 

performance appraisals can help support your position that a given managerial decision was made 

Making promotion decisions
in the same systematic way 
you make hiring decisions is 
a sound employment practice.
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based on fair, objective and business-based reasoning. On the other hand, poorly administered and 

inconsistent appraisals can be detrimental to a legal defense against an employment discrimination 

claim. To avoid the downside, set clear standards by which all employees in a given job category 

are evaluated. Also, set up a structured process by which appraisals are given. Make sure that your 

managers are trained in performing appraisals and that they consistently administer your established 

standards and process.

Training and development – Training can be helpful in preventing unnecessary litigation when 

it demonstrates your commitment to meeting legal requirements, providing equal opportunity to 

advancement, and implementation of progressive managerial practices. On the other hand, training 

that is incomplete or improperly implemented can increase your risk of litigation. Training and 

development of employees is associated with employee litigation in several areas, including:

Safety and health – This is one of the few areas in 

which training is legally required. To meet many 

of the standards set forth in the Occupational Safety 

and Health Act, you must provide training for 

employees who deal with a variety of potentially 

hazardous materials and work responsibilities.

Failing to provide and document this training can 

lead to legal issues from an employee standpoint and, 

in the case of a safety or health violation, place you in 

a precarious legal position with regulatory agencies.

Hiring negligence – Employers can be held accountable for the consequences of employing a 

worker who is found to be unfi t for the job. Training and development can help prevent a claim of 

negligent hiring or employment. In addition, where inadequate training can cause harm to others, 

you may be susceptible to a claim of negligence.

Training discrimination – Refusing to provide employees from a protected class with training and 

development opportunities that are provided to other employees can lead to a discrimination

claim. Therefore, any decision to provide or forgo training for a given employee must be made 

on the basis of business-related considerations. You should examine your training practices and

ensure that they are not creating, purposely or inadvertently, a segmented workplace in which 

some employees are able to advance and others, from a given protected group, are not.

Management tip – Remember, discrimination lawsuits are not prevented merely by 

ensuring proper sourcing and hiring practices, but by systematically assessing all of your 

employment practices and strengthening weak links.

Managerial training – The training of supervisors and managers is a key element in a strategic 

legal approach to human resource management. Failure to adequately train these key employees 

can undermine all of your other efforts to improve your workplace and to avoid unnecessary 

litigation. Therefore, make sure that all of your managers and supervisors with employee-related 

decision-making authority are properly and continuously trained.

Failure to adequately train
supervisors and managers 
can undermine all of your 

other efforts to avoid 
unnecessary litigation.
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Monitoring – After establishing a proper training program in your company, you must continue 

to monitor the substance and content provided in training sessions. You should be careful not to 

subject employees, supervisors and managers to training sessions in which inappropriate content 

is provided.

Drug testing – In your attempt to maintain a safe and drug-free workplace, you may consider 

administering drug tests to applicants and employees. Most of the legal questions regarding drug 

tests apply to random testing without a reasonable suspicion. Some states have banned such tests 

when there is no relation to safety-sensitive jobs. In addition, some states require that employees who 

are subject to drug tests be given prior notice. In cases where drug tests are based on a suspicion, 

you should be careful to establish that your suspicion is reasonable and based on an employee’s 

actions or behaviors. (In a union setting, your drug testing program should follow what is allowable 

under the collective bargaining agreement.) Also, any drug testing must be administered by a 

licensed laboratory, and employees must be provided with your substance abuse and drug testing 

policies prior to the testing.

Management tip – Make sure that all information pertaining to the results of drug tests 

is kept confi dential.

Medical examinations – Medical examinations can raise the delicate issues of disability 

discrimination and privacy violations. It is important to distinguish between pre-employment 

medical examinations, which are not limited to job-related considerations, and current-employee 

examinations, which are restricted to job-related issues and must be in line with a business 

necessity. Job-related medical exams should be administered only when you are concerned that 

a certain medical condition may prevent an employee from properly performing his or her job, 

or where such a condition may create an unsafe work environment for the employee and others. 

Medical testing of applicants should generally be conducted only at the end of the hiring process, 

after a conditional offer has been made.

Hour and wage issues – Alongside discrimination-related claims, payment practices and 

calculating employee hours of work are a major source of employee-fi led lawsuits. Most of the 

legal requirements regarding hours of work and payment are set forth in the Fair Labor Standards 

Act (FLSA) and in specifi c state wage and hour laws. (More FLSA details are contained in a separate 

Gevity Institute white paper specifi cally on this subject.) You should give special attention to several 

hour and wage issues, including:

Minimum wage – State laws may differ from the federal minimum wage. Be sure that you are 

paying the required minimum wage in the state in which you operate.

Overtime – The FLSA requires that covered employees are compensated at time and a half for hours 

worked over a 40-hour week. Make sure you are meeting this requirement by compensating all 

covered employees at this rate and by calculating hours worked in a manner that meets the 

law’s criteria.
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Exempt employees – The FLSA establishes 

employee categories that are not covered by 

minimum wage or overtime. Applying the 

exemption provisions is a common area in which 

employers make mistakes. If employees are 

improperly treated as exempt for long periods, 

the repercussions of litigation can be extremely 

costly. Make sure you are properly acquainted 

with the criteria that are used to determine if an 

employee is covered or exempt, and when in 

doubt consult with an employment lawyer or 

a human resource professional.

Discriminatory pay – When a pay system results in a compensation gap between employees from 

one group and employees from a protected class, a discrimination claim may result. In addition, pay 

equality issues are specifi cally governed by the federal Equal Pay Act. Therefore, it is important that 

you take careful measures to ensure that your company’s pay system is not and cannot be claimed to 

be discriminatory.

Family and medical leave issues – The Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 (FMLA) outlines 

required health and family-related leave to which many employees are entitled. These provisions are 

frequently the basis for employee litigation, but it is also important to comply with the law because 

it can increase employee satisfaction and lead to a more productive workforce. (More FMLA details 

are contained in a separate Gevity Institute white paper specifi  cally on this subject.) Areas of the law 

with which you should be especially familiar include:

Regulated workplaces – Coverage under the FMLA is dependent both on the size of your 

establishment and on the length of an employee’s tenure. You are considered a covered employer 

if you have 50 employees within a 75-mile radius. Be sure that if you meet the size criteria you are 

providing all eligible employees with the mandatory leave types and periods.

Leave types – A serious medical condition is just one of several circumstances that the FMLA 

identifi es as valid reasons for an employee to request and be granted leave. Be sure that you are 

aware of all leave categories and that you provide the required benefi  ts while employees are 

on leave.

Return to work – Compliance with the FMLA includes both allowing employees to take valid leave 

and meeting certain requirements when they get back. One common compliance issue is the 

need to allow an employee to return to the original position he or she had prior to taking leave or 

to an equivalent position with equivalent pay, benefi ts and other employment terms and conditions 

(except when certain conditions are met).

Benefi ts – Another common compliance issue is the requirement to contribute to an employee’s 

health plan while he or she is on leave. Here, too, be sure you are familiar with the benefi ts 

employees are entitled to receive while on leave.

If employees are improperly
treated as exempt for long
periods, the costs can be

extremely high.
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State laws – Certain states also have family and medical leave laws that may provide similar or 

greater rights than federal law and must also be complied with. For more details, check with your 

state government.

Health and safety – The Occupational Safety and Health Act sets forth safety and health standards 

for most industries. Under the Act, you have a general duty to provide your employees with a safe 

workplace. Failure to do so can result in litigation both by an individual who may have been harmed 

or by the federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). To meet this duty, you must 

be aware of the Act’s standards and requirements generally, and, even more importantly, you should 

be familiar with the Act’s requirements that specifi  cally apply to your industry. Also, even when the 

Act does not specify a required standard, you must take all reasonable measures to remove a hazard 

and make its existence known to your employees and OSHA authorities.

In addition to complying with safety and health 

standards, you can avoid unnecessary litigation 

by insuring that no retaliation is taken against

employees who report health and safety problems in 

your company. Proper documentation and reporting 

procedures are another key to establishing a sound 

legal strategy. Where an employer can demonstrate 

a proper consistent adherence to safety and health 

requirements through an orderly recording system, 

and where malfunctions that do occur are properly 

reported, the risk of costly litigation is reduced.

Privacy – As an employer, you keep many records and have access to others that provide a great 

deal of information about your employees. Much of this information is sensitive (medical records, 

personal information, past employment and performance appraisals, for example). In addition, some 

employers use surveillance systems to monitor employee work. One of the issues arising from your 

control over such information is your employees’ expectation of and right to privacy.

Privacy in the workplace is addressed by several laws. The Constitution’s Fourth Amendment, for 

example, protects individuals against unreasonable searches and seizures. Judicial-based common law 

also applies. The standard most commonly used by the courts in the area of employee privacy is the 

reasonable expectation of privacy. An employee may make a legal claim if he or she can demonstrate 

that you violated the reasonable expectation that you would not access certain information and areas 

of the employee’s life.

There are several steps you can take to avoid privacy-based litigation, including:

•  Implement a clear and publicized privacy policy. The policy should clearly state what type 

of information you may request; what type of monitoring you conduct; and how you make 

use of employee records and information. A privacy policy does not override an employee’s 

reasonable expectation of privacy, but it does improve the fl ow of information about what 

you believe is reasonable for your employees to expect.

Proper documentation and
reporting procedures are 
essential in establishing a 

sound legal strategy.
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•  Do not collect more private information than you really need. Sometimes, information is 

gathered merely because it appears on a form and not because there is any real use for it. As 

with all aspects of your human resource practices, being strategic means thinking through the 

objectives that each practice is intended to achieve. Remember that overly intrusive human 

resource management policies are not only legally problematic, but can also be the source of 

employee mistrust and dissatisfaction, which can have a negative effect on your business.

•  Properly secure employee records. Make sure employee records are accessed only by people 

with the need and authorization to do so.

Identifying common legal pitfalls when 
terminating employment

The last area in which you must be aware of legal pitfalls in the employee relationship is terminating 

an individual’s employment with your company. The information presented here relates to non-

union companies only. Rules and regulations regarding termination in a union setting are regulated 

by the National Labor Relations Act and individual collective bargaining agreements. If any of your 

employees belong to a bargaining unit, you should consult a labor relations attorney or a human 

resources professional for additional information about termination issues. In nonunion shops, you 

should be aware of concerns in several areas, including:

Overestimating the reach of the “employment-

at-will” doctrine – US employment law in the 

non-union setting is governed by a system of 

“employment at will,” which does not demand a 

just cause for termination and views each of the 

employment parties as free to enter and leave the 

relationship at any time. However, many employers 

mistakenly believe that this system places no 

limitations or restrictions on their ability to fi re 

an employee. In truth, you are bound by some 

contractual, statutory and courtbased limitations. 

Some exceptions to the employment-at-will 

standard include:

Discriminatory termination – The employment-at-will doctrine does not protect you from a claim 

that a termination was discriminatory. In the process of making termination decisions, you must be 

able to support your decision on the basis of a business-related rationale, a consistent application of 

a clear policy, and an assessment of the decision’s inadvertent effect on any protected status group 

of employees.

Contractual limitations – In some cases, employers intentionally or unintentionally limit their termination 

prerogatives by creating a contractual employment security obligation to their employees, 

individually or collectively. Make sure that any contractual agreement made explicitly or implicitly 

with your employees states only what you are willing to provide in the form of employment security. 

Written or oral statements made to employees, which give rise to an implied promise of job security, 

Overly intrusive human 
resource management policies 

are not only legally problematic, 
but can also be the source 
of employee mistrust and 

dissatisfaction.
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are considered binding and limiting of the employment-at-will status in 38 states. Some states have 

gone further and have limited terminations that are intended solely to deprive an employee of an 

earned benefi t. Such terminations may be considered in violation of a covenant of good faith and fair 

dealing. Be sure to consult a human resources professional concerning the specifi c employment-at-

will exceptions in your state.

Public policy exceptions – Case law provides an additional restriction on terminating the 

employment relationship when “a clearly mandated public policy” has been violated. For example, 

in cases wheretermination is due to an employee’s refusal to engage in illegal or unethical behavior, 

the courts tend to view this as a wrongful discharge. Other examples include termination due to jury 

duty,retaliation due to a workers’ compensation claim or complaints about occupational hazards to 

a state or federal agency.

Management tip – If you have an employee handbook, any limitation on your right to 

terminate employment stated in the handbook is considered contractually binding.

Phase three – becoming a legally strategic employer

Without a doubt, avoiding unnecessary litigation can seem to be a daunting task. Nevertheless, 

reducing the risk of lawsuits does not have to be a constant or overwhelming struggle. Many 

employee lawsuits arise from the reactive and non-strategic approach that employers often take in 

regard to legal issues. Shifting from a reactive stance to a proactive and strategic approach will allow 

your company to take charge of an area of operating a business that leaves many employers feeling 

powerless. One of the ways to accomplish this is to develop a strategic link between your human 

resource policies and the legal constraints and requirements you face. Instead of dealing with legal

issues on a case-by-case basis, develop a coherent set of employee management practices, policies 

and procedures that address the root causes of the litigation.

Every company is different, and the development of 

a legal strategy should be tailored to your specifi c 

needs, context and environment. However, there are 

a number of core components to such a strategy, 

including:

•  Using your employment practices as a tool to 

strengthen your adherence to legal requirements 

before problems arise.

•  Performing constant reassessment of the manner 

in which your policies adhere to evolving legal requirements.

•  Sending clear and unambiguous signals regarding your position on issues such as discrimination 

and harassment.

•  Aligning your managers and employees with appropriate and legally sound actions and behaviors 

through constant training.

•  Ensuring that in responding to legal requirements you are signaling a genuine commitment 

to upholding employee rights and meeting your responsibilities as an employer, rather than 

attempting to window dress your employment practices.

Shifting to a proactive approach
will allow you to take charge of
an area of operating a business

that leaves many employers
feeling powerless.
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In shifting from a reactive to a proactive legal approach, you may want to consider one or more of 

the following tactics.

Implementing an internal alternative dispute resolution mechanism – One of the fastest-growing 

employment practices over the past decade is the development of internal systems for dealing with 

employee complaints and workplace disputes. The advantage of these mechanisms is that, when 

implemented properly, they provide your employees with an outlet to express dissatisfaction and 

resolve disputes without turning to litigation. Research has shown that where such outlets exist, 

litigation costs are substantially reduced. Alternative dispute resolution comes in a variety of forms. 

If you decide to implement an alternative dispute resolution system, consult with a human resources 

professional about which procedure suits your workplace and will benefi t you the most.

Implementing harassment prevention policies 

and complaint mechanisms – As previously noted, 

harassment issues are a key cause of workplace 

problems and subsequent litigation. One of the 

reasons harassment poses such a problem is 

that employers bear much of the responsibility 

for the actions and behaviors of their managers, 

supervisors and other employees. You can’t 

be everywhere at once, but you can increase 

your control through harassment policies and 

procedures that send a clear message about where 

you stand on these issues and what you consider 

acceptable or unacceptable behavior.

Merely developing policies is not enough, however. For this approach to be effective, you must 

ensure that the implementation is taken seriously and complaints are handled according to defi ned 

procedures. Managers and supervisors must be trained to handle their roles and responsibilities in

preventing, detecting and remedying workplace harassment, and all employees must be aware of 

what constitutes unacceptable behavior.

Providing training – Having an employee 

litigation strategy on paper will do little to prevent 

unnecessary litigation unless all managers, 

supervisors and employees are aware of and 

aligned with your commitment to resolving 

workplace issues. Making sure that anyone who deals 

with human resource and employment relations 

issues has received adequate training is a sure way 

to decrease litigation. In addition to providing

basic EEO and harassment training, you may want 

to consider providing broader training, such as 

communication and problem solving, and don’t 

overlook areas that are unique to your workplace

and your industry.

Research has shown that where
internal options exist, the cost

of litigation is substantially
reduced.

You can’t be everywhere 
at once, but you can increase 

your control through 
harassment policies and 

procedures that send a clear
message about where 

you stand.
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Conducting employee management practice audits – One of the cornerstones of an employee 

litigation strategy is a constant evaluation of your employee management practices. One of the tools 

for conducting evaluations is an employee management audit. This audit is a formal review of your 

practices, policies and procedures conducted by the employee management staff. Any defi ciencies 

in your employee management system discovered through the audit should be remedied through a 

corrective action plan.

In summary, identifying the causes of employee litigation in your business, understanding the laws 

that provide the basis for lawsuits, and implementing policies, procedures and training that are part 

of a comprehensive litigation avoidance strategy will help protect your business from the substantial 

costs and distractions of being sued.
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